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Abstract—The camera parameters are changed due to temperature
variations, which directly influence calibrated cameras accuracy.
Robustness of calibration methods were measured and their accu-
racy was tested. An error ratio due to camera parameters change
with respect to total error originated during calibration process was
determined. It pointed out that influence of temperature variations
decrease by increasing distance of observed objects from cameras.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A
pilot project for real-time activity tracking on the build-

ing site was developed. An application can automatically

recognize differences between as-planed and as-build from

building site images [7]. Application concept is based on

comparison between real-time captured images and 4D model,

made by 4D tool [8]. On the building site a temporary

equipment (e.g. scaffolding stage, panellings) is the part of

the building object during building process. Some parts of

buildings are because of temporary equipment out of camera

field of view. For this reason, the building site images should

be captured from multiple cameras, with fixed positions and

orientations. Joining multiple cameras views is possible, if

multiple camera system setup is calibrated. Camera calibra-

tion can be performed by various methods like: eight-point

algorithm, LMedS, RANSAC, M-estimators [1], [3], [11].

Calibrated cameras are often used for many different tasks,

where they are exposed to different environmental variations,

e.g. temperature variations. Calibrated low-cost CCD cameras

were used in geodetic devices for distance measuring [4]. The

measured distance error was 8 mm/◦C [4]. Thermal low-cost

CCD cameras were analyzed and small deviation of intrinsic

camera parameters was detected in [9].

Cameras on the building site are exposed to different

weather conditions and, thus, their accuracy is truncated,

because of intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters changes

[6]. A change of extrinsic kamera parameters commences due

to changes of geometrical properties of bearing structure with

mounted camera. Bearing structure actually expands due to

temperature variations. In the other hand, a change of intrinsic

kamera parameters appears as a result of change of optical

system geometric properties. For known bearing structure

and temperature variations, the error magnitude for particular

camera (i.e. observed point deviation from predicted point)

can be calculated on image plane in pixel units.

This error for particular camera directly influences cali-

brated cameras and corresponding points determination. In

general, the error of calibrated cameras emerges, because of

following reasons: (i) numerical error of calibration method,

(ii) inaccurate determination of initial corresponding points

(ICP), and (iii) camera parameters changes due to temperature

variations. Individual errors are merged into total error mag-

nitude, which presents deviations for corresponding points.

Cameras on the building site are usually influenced by

temperature variations, therefore, the focus of this paper is

on error estimation due to temperature variations for cali-

brated cameras. First, the robustness of calibrated methods

were tested and their accuracy was measured. Afterwards, the

above-mentioned reasons were analyzed and the error ratio,

because of temperature variations, was estimated with respect

to the total error magnitude of calibrated cameras. Statements

were confirmed with logical conclusions and experimental

measurements.

This paper consists of six sections. In Section 2, an ana-

lytical camera model, influenced by temperature variations,

is described, followed by a review of calibration methods

and measurement of their robustness in Section 3. Section 4

analyses temperature influence on calibrated cameras. Results

are presented and explained in Section 5. This paper concludes

with some suggestions for future work.

II. ANALYTICAL CAMERA MODEL SUPPLEMENTED WITH

INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS

Spatial objects are projected on image plane by camera. This

transformation is described with analytical camera model, as

follows:

p =
1

z
MP, (1)

where z is distance between normalized image plane and

camera, p is projected point of spatial point P, and M is

perspective projection matrix, defined as:

M = K

(

R t
)

. (2)

Matrix K is calibration matrix, R is rotation matrix, and t

is translation vector [1], [2]. Calibration matrix K determines

intrinsic camera parameters, while matrix R and translation

vector t describes extrinsic camera parameters [1], [2], [11].

A. Perspective projection matrix MT

Analytical camera model, supplemented by influence of

temperature variations, is described by matrix MT as [6]:

MT =





fαrT
1 + srT

2 + u0rT
3 fαtTx

− stTy
+ u0tTz

fβrT
2 + v0rT

3 fβtTy
+ v0tTz

rT
3 tTz



 ,

(3)
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where rT
1 , rT

2 , and rT
3 are rows of rotation matrix R; tTx

, tTy
,

and tTz
are components of translation vector tT ; while param-

eters fα, fβ , u0, v0, and s are intrinsic camera parameters.

Translation vector tT is calculated as:

tT = tT0
+ ∆tTr

,

where tT0
is translation vector at normal temperature

(T0 = 20◦C) and ∆tTr
is variation of translation vector due

to temperature variations ∆T . Perspective projection matrix

alters above all due to variation of vector ∆tTr
[6].

III. OVERVIEW OF CAMERA CALIBRATION METHODS

Relations between two camera views can be established

by using their parameters. In general, camera parameters are

unknown and relation between cameras should be established

by epipolar geometry [1], [2], [11]. Such geometry requires

information about initial corresponding points (ICP) for math-

ematical determination of fundamental matrix F . Linear eight-

point algorithm is basic calibration method. It assures good

results if ICP points are well selected (i.e. ICP precisely

determined and well distributed on image). If ICP points

are not selected well enough then robust calibration methods

should be used. M-estimator method, least median of squares

(LMedS), and RANSAC are the most appropriate methods

for camera calibration [11]. The most applicable calibration

method are surveyable described in this sequel.

A. Linear eight-point algorithm

Linear methods are sensitive to input data (i.e. ICP points).

Inappropriate determined ICP (e.g. points too close to each

other, wrong relations between ICP points) provoke false

calculation of fundamental matrix F . Such matrix is, of course,

not suitable to establish relations between two camera views.

Observed point P is spatial point; O and O
′

are optical

camera centers; and images Π and Π
′

contain projected

observed point p and p
′

. Equation

p
′

T
Fp = 0 (4)

determines relation between projected point p and p
′

, defined

by fundamental matrix F . Above equation can be rearranged

as:

(u
′

, v
′

, 1)





F11 F12 F13

F21 F22 F23

F31 F32 F33









u

v

1



 = 0, (5)

and can be rewritten in short form as:

wT f = 0, (6)

where:

w = [u
′

u, u
′

v, u
′

, v
′

u, v
′

v, v
′

, u, v, 1]T

and

f = [F11, F12, F13, F21, F22, F23, F31, F32, F33]
T . (7)

We can derive from equations (6) and (7) the following

form:
u

′

uF11 + u
′

vF12 + u
′

F13+

v
′

uF21 + v
′

vF22 + v
′

F23+
uF31 + vF32 + F33 = 0.

(8)

Belonging ICP points from both images represent one

row in matrix A (see equation (9)). To obtain fundamental

matrix we must solve a system with nine unknowns and nine

equations. Because this system is homogenous, the value F33

can be set to 1 and the system still has an uniform solution.

Eight ICP points, appearing in pairs p
i
↔ p

′

i
(i = 1, . . . ,8),

suffice to uniformly solve this system. These pairs actually

fills up the 8 × 8 homogeneous system of linear equations:

Af = 0. (9)

In general, the eight-point algorithm requires n pairs of ICP.

For n = 8 the system has uniform solution. However, if n > 8
ICP pairs are used, then more accurate fundamental matrix F

is obtained.

Usually, a normalization of ICP pairs is carried out to

improve fundamental matrix estimation. This procedure has

two steps. In the first step, ICP points are translated so that

their centroid is at origin. Afterwards, the points are scaled

so that their average distance from origin is
√

2. Translation

and scale matrix are merged into transformation matrix T .

Normalized points are then used in system given by equation

(9).

The most convenient way to solve the system with m

equations and n unknowns, where m > n, is singular value

decomposition method (SVD). Matrix A by using SVD is

obtained as:

A = USV
T , (10)

where U and V are orthogonal matrices and S = diag(r, s, t)
is diagonal matrix satisfying r ≥ s ≥ t.

The matrix A is, thus, composed of matrices U , S, and

V , where the last column of matrix V is a solution and

vector f , respectively (see equation (7)). Afterwards, the 3×3
fundamental matrix F

′′

is constructed from vector f .

Singularity is important properties of fundamental matrix,

but the matrix F
′′ does not satisfied it in general [2]. For this

reason, a new matrix F
′

is established as:

F
′

= U diag(r, s, 0) V
T ,

where F
′

is singular matrix having rank 2.

Obtained solution is based on normalized ICP points, thus,

matrix F
′ has to be renormalized with transformation matrices

from both images, i.e. matrices T and T
′, by equation

F = T
′

T
F

′
T . (11)

Matrix F is singular fundamental matrix which enables

restoration of relations between points p
i
↔ p

′

i
on images

from both camera views.

Linear method is very sensitive to noise and errors in ICP

points, which reflect in inaccurate fundamental matrix. Robust

method should be used, if ICP contains points with wrong

positions or incorrectly determined relations.

B. M-estimators

Let ICP points be given and ri denotes a difference of

i-th point from its correct position. Method minimizing an

expression
∑

i
r2
i

in the least-square sense, becomes unstable,
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if ICP points contains outliers. In this case, minimization

procedure damages the fundamental matrix which becomes

useless. Metod M-estimators tries to decrease influence of

outliers by changing a square function in minimization with

more appropriate function ρ. A modified minimization now

reads:

min
∑

i

ρ(ri), (12)

where ρ is positive symmetric function with unique minimum

[11]. Function ρ can be determined with different influence

functions like: L2, L1, L1 − L2, Lp, "Fair", Huber, Cauchy,

Tukey. In this research, the "Fair" influence function ρ was

used, defined as:

ρ(x) = c2
[

|x|

c
− log(1 +

|x|

c
)
]

,

where c is constant [10].

Equation (12) is solved by multidimensional minimization.

The Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm was used in this research

[5].

C. Least Median of Squares – LMedS

This method estimates fundamental matrix by nonlinear

minimization of expression:

min median r2i ,

where minimum ri from the median of squared residuals,

computed for the entire set of ICP, must be found. The solution

is obtained by time consuming searching of problem space.

Searching is speed up by randomly selecting patterns from

ICP points, where each pattern consists of k pairs of ICP.

Quality of solution depends upon number of patterns, i.e. m.

Optimal number of patterns results in lower computation time

and well estimated fundamental matrix F . Let suitable pattern

contains k (pairs) of well established ICP points. Let us

presume that a ratio of incorrectly established pairs in ICP

is ε. Then, a probability that at least one out of m patterns is

well established, is defined as:

P = 1 −

[

1 − (1 − ε)k

]m

. (13)

From desired probability P, where k and ε are given, the

number of patterns m can be calculated.

D. RANSAC

The RANSAC method searches for minimal number of

randomly selected patterns, which will credible represent ICP

points [11]. Still acceptable error value should be known

a priori to test matching of selected patterns with entire

population. Method idea and implementation are very similar

as in method LMedS. The main differences are:

• threshold for acceptable error value expressed in pixels

is determined manually, and

• method LMedS calculates median of squared differences,

while RANSAC counts ICP pairs within acceptable error

threshold. A pattern with this minimal number, contains

the maximal number of well established ICP pairs.

IV. INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS ON

CALIBRATED CAMERAS

The analytical camera model was supplemented by a term

for measuring variations of extrinsic camera parameters in [6].

The equation for error magnitude calculation for observed

objects was derived. Calculation combines (i) the distance

r between camera and observed object and (ii) temperature

variation ∆T with respect to temperature during camera

calibration. Obtained error magnitude or deviation, denoted as

N, is expressed in pixels. It pointed out that error magnitude

of camera on building site due to temperature variations is less

than pixel. Our findings were confirmed with experiments [6].

A. Influence of external temperature variations on camera

calibration procedure

Temperature variations influence each camera and its cor-

responding bearing structure, independent of camera system.

The total error magnitude of calibrated cameras due to tem-

perature variations has to be determined. We describe the

influence of temperature variations on calibrated cameras with

two statements:

• Statement 1: Two cameras are calibrated at arbitrary

temperature and then, at the same temperature provoke

the error by searching corresponding points. This error

has a same magnitude as is numerical error of calibration

method (i.e. errors in Table I, where both criteria are

zero).

• Statement 2: Cameras are calibrated at temperature T

which is different as normal temperature (T0 = 20◦C) and

corresponding points are searched at normal temperature.

Then, the error of calibrated cameras is the same as, if

we will calibrate cameras at the normal temperature with

ICP points, which are altered by error magnitude due to

temperature variations ∆T (∆T = T0 − T ).

Proofs of both statements are based on logical conclusions and

are presented in this sequel.

Influence of temperature variations on camera was analyzed

in [6]. Image actually changes only, if extrinsic camera pa-

rameters are altered. This alternation is result of temperature

expansion of camera bearing structure for vector ∆tTr
at

direction of construction vector vs [6]. Statements 2 is based

on the fact, that it is irrelevant, if camera is translated in

direction t or if observed object is moved for vector −t. On

this way, variations of extrinsic camera parameters, due to

temperature variations, can be treated as deviation or ICP

translation. The distance of observed object from camera,

i.e. r, and temperature change with respect to temperature at

camera calibration, i.e. ∆T , have to be known to calculate

ICP translation.

B. Influence of external temperature variations on correspond-

ing points searching

Difference between temperatures, when the cameras were

calibrated Tc and used Tu (i.e. by searching corresponding

points), must be determined. Besides, the variation of trans-

lation vector ∆tTr
must be calculated for each camera as
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follows:

∆tTr
= tTc

− tTu
, (14)

where tTc
is a translation vector during camera calibration

and tTu
is a translation vector during corresponding points

searching.

An error magnitude is estimated by using statement 2. State-

ments 2 actually presupposes that positions of ICP points are

incorrect for error magnitude, originated due to temperature

variations. Error of ICP points is not randomly distributed,

but direction and size are known and are the same for all ICP

points for particular camera. If ICP points of both cameras

contain the same error magnitude and direction (i.e. the

same translation vector ∆tTr
), then this error is not reflected.

Namely, just difference between vectors ∆tTr1
and ∆tTr2

is

important:

∆t = ∆tTr2
− ∆tTr1

, (15)

where ∆tTr1
and ∆tTr2

are alterations of translation vectors

of first and second camera, respectively. Fig. 1a depicts a

situation, where vectors ∆tTr1
and ∆tTr2

are the same. Their

difference ∆t is then zero vector.

Fig. 1. Difference, denoted as ∆t, between alteration of translation vector
for the second camera, ∆tTr2

, and alteration of translation vector for the first

camera, ∆tTr1
: a) both vectors have the same size and the same direction;

b) both vectors have opposite directions and the same size.

The equation (15) enables a transfer of extrinsic camera

parameters error from both cameras to the one camera only.

Thus, the first camera can be considered faultless, while

the second camera contains (accumulated) error of extrinsic

camera parameters, provoked due to translation ∆t. Difference

of translation vectors ∆t must then be transformed from length

units to pixels (procedure was explained in [6]). Calculated

error is added up within error emerged during calibration

process (i.e. numerical error of calibration method and inac-

curate positions of ICP points). Finally, a total error N of two

calibrated cameras is determined as:

N = Nc +Nu, (16)

where Nc is error emerged during calibration process and

Nu is error, arisen due to variations of camera parameters

as consequence of temperature variations [6].

1) Error analysis for the eight-point algorithm: Eight-point

algorithm is a basic calibration method and is used also in

robust calibration methods like LMedS, RANSAC, and M-

estimators. To estimate error analytically, we must supplement

an eight-point algorithm (see Section III-A) by error model

term, similarly as we did for individual camera in [6]. This

error is reflected as:

• error in ICP points, which are used in calibration process

and

• inaccuracy of corresponding points positions during es-

timation of correspondence between the first and the

second image.

ICP points directly determine values of matrix A. The key role

in calibration has a method for solving equation system. In this

research, the SVD method was used. Used SVD method has

the following properties:

• method becomes unstable, if ICP points are very close

to each other [11]. Therefore, equally distributed points

from entire image have to be chosen; and

• equations system is pre-determinate, i.e. usually more

than eight ICP points are used for fundamental matrix

F calculation.

Equation system solution directly depends on choice and num-

ber of ICP points, which are determined either manually or

automatically. Therefore, a system numerical stability cannot

be a priori assured. Pre-determinate equation system (and its

eventual instability) does not assure unique solution. Ana-

lytical determination of error originated during two cameras

calibration is, thus, not possible.

An error of corresponding points, denoted as Nc, was, there-

fore, experimentally determined for each calibration method.

2) Relative ratio of camera parameters error due to temper-

ature variations: Total error N is calculated by using equation

(16). It appears because of (i) numerical error of calibration

method, (ii) inaccurate ICP points, and (iii) variations of

camera parameters due to external temperature variations.

Relative error ratio due to camera parameters variations,

denoted as Nur
, is determined with respect to the total error

N like:

Nur
=
Nu

N
. (17)

Camera parameters variations depend merely on temperature

variations, thus, initial temperature is not important. It was

shown in [6] the size of observed object decreases, measured

in pixel, when distance from observed object to the camera

increases. Each pixel, therefore, covers larger surface on

observed object. By "enlarging" pixel size, an camera error

Nu is decreased and, consequently, its relative error ratio in

total error N.

V. RESULTS

Robustness of four calibration methods, i.e. eight-point

algorithm, LMedS, RANSAC, and M-estimators, was tested

in this paper.

An accuracy of M-estimators method depens on input

data (i.e. initial vectors). For this reason, two versions of

this method were tested: (i) method M-estimators*, where

input data were obtained directly from linear eight-point

algorithm, and (ii) method M-estimators**, where input data

were calculated by using LMedS method. Robustness of these

methods was tested and measured on various set of ICP points.

Results are presented in Table I. Calibration method error

Nc and relative error ratio Nur
originate due to temperature

variations were calculated. All together 100 pairs of manually
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Fig. 2. Experimental environment: a) first camera view and b) second camera view. Small crosses denote manually determined ICP. All together 100 pairs
of ICP points were available.

determined error-free ICP points were available for calibration.

Actual input data sets of ICP used in calibration process

were constructed from this error-free ICP set by deliberately

corrupting some of ICP pairs. Two criteria were used for

corrupting ICP pairs (see Table I): (i) vertical criteria denotes

a percentage of corrupted ICP pairs in input data set, (ii)

horizontal criteria denotes a magnitude of ICP pairs corruption.

Magnitude of ICP pairs corruption was defined as percentage

with respect to expression H+W

2
, where H and W are image

height and width expressed in pixels, respectively. The vertical

criterion is shortly denoted as "% of corrupted ICP pairs",

while horizontal criterion is abbreviated as "position error of

ICP pairs in %". Two test images, with size of 640 × 480
pixels, are depicted in Fig. 2. Images were related with 100

manually established ICP pairs. Individual calibration method

was tested on various input data sets. Each criterion is splitted

into six classes (+ error-free class). Each method was, thus,

tested with 36 different input data sets. Twenty measurements

were performed for every input data set. Deviations of ICP

points from their real positions were, then, calculated. Average

deviations are presented in Table I. These deviations are

actually calibration methods error Nc.

From Table I is evidently, that method LMedS is applicable,

if input data set contains small percentage of corrupted ICP

pairs also with large position errors. The same considera-

tion is true for method RANSAC, which is very similar to

LMedS method (see Section III-D). The opposite is true for

M-estimators* method. This method is robust for data set

with hight percentage of corrupted ICP pairs, where each

point is corrupted just for small magnitude. The method M-

estimators** is insensitive on small and large errors. The

reason is in input data set, which was obtained by robust

LMedS method. With such combination of methods, we obtain

a calibration method, which is on one side robust to small

position errors also at high percentage of corrupted ICP

pairs, and on the other side is robust to small percentage of

corrupted ICP pairs also for big position error (see Table I,

M-estimators** method).

Accuracy of calibrated cameras depends on selection of

ICP points and their accurate position. Inaccuracy of ICP

points appears mainly in manual or automatic proces of

their selection. Error of camera calibration method, Nc, can

be estimated by using results from Table I. Corresponding

measurement should be read, for specific method and with

respect to the used input data set, which depends on two

criteria:

• expected percentage of corrupted ICP points (vertical)

and

• expected magnitude of position error of ICP points (hor-

izontal).

Interpreting results from Table I on such way the actual error

Nc of calibrated cameras is obtained. This error does not

include error due to temperature variations.

Difference of translation vector ∆t (arisen due to tem-

perature variations) provokes camera translation (see Section

IV-B). For known distance r from observed object to the

camera, it is possible on image to estimate error Nc originated

due to camera parameters variations. Total error N of calibrated

cameras can be calculated from partial errors Nc and Nu by

using equation (16).

Fig. 3. Relative error ratio due to camera parameters variations, Nur
, with

respect to the distance r.

Fig. 3 depicts relative error ratio due to camera parameters
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TABLE I
CALIBRATION METHOD ERROR Nc EXPRESSED IN PIXEL. DIFFERENT INPUT DATA SET OF ICP WAS USED. CRITERION "% OF CORRUPTED" DETERMINES

A PERCENTAGE OF CORRUPTED ICP POINTS FROM ENTIRE DATA SET WITH ERROR POSITION, WHILE CRITERION "POSITION ERROR" DETERMINES

MEGNITUDE OF THIS POSITION ERROR. EACH INPUT DATA SET CONTAINS 100 ICP PAIRS.

variations, Nur
, for observed object distant 1 to 100 m from

camera. Graph is based on data used for example in [6]:

k = l = 1643, camera calibration error Nc = 0, 901 pixel

(the smallest error from Table I) and distance of observed

object from camera is r, r = 1, 2, . . . , 100 meters. Camera

was mounted on three meters long steel bearing structure with

thermal expansion coefficient ψ = 13 · 10−6K−1. If external

temperature varies for ∆T = 40◦C, then camera position

changes for 1.56 mm in direction of construction vector

vs. Error Nu originated due to camera position variations

decreases, by increasing distance of observed object from

camera [6] (see also Fig. 4 for error Nu used in graph from

Fig. 3). Similarly, a relative error ratio Nur
decreases (see Fig.

3). At greater distances of observed object from camera, the

predominant part presents camera calibration error Nc.

Camera system on the building site is usually located

some ten to hundred meters from observed objects. At such

distances, the error Nu is small and practically does not

influence accuracy of corresponding points estimation. For

observed objects located more than 50 meters from camera,

the relative error ratio Nnr
is smaller than 5 %, with respect

to the total error N (see also Fig. 3).

VI. CONCLUSION

Influence of temperature variations on calibrated camera

was discussed and its ratio with respect to the total error N

Fig. 4. Error Nu, expressed in pixels, originated due to camera position at
variation of external temperature for ∆T = 40◦C. Steel bearing structure for
camera mounting is three meters long.

of calibrated cameras was determined in this paper. Error N

is provoked by (i) numerical error of calibration method, (ii)

inaccurate position of ICP points, and (iii) camera parameters

alternations due to temperature variations. Error of calibration

method (i.e. error combined from (i) and (ii)) was determined

experimentally, because pre-determinate equation system for

solution of fundamental matrix does not allow its analytical

derivation.

Camera parameters change also due to temperature vari-
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ations. In this way provoked error decreases by increasing

distance of observed object from camera [6]. Analytically

determined error because of camera parameters variations, Nu,

and experimentally estimated camera calibration method error,

Nc, was combined into total error N of calibrated cameras.

Relative error ratio Nur
originated due to camera parameters

variations provoked by external temperature change, decreases

exponentially with distance of observed object from a camera.

Thus, a contribution of error Nu, is for objects at distance

more than 50 meters from camera smaller than one pixel.
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